
Swimstrokes:	A	new	Bluemsday,	August	21,	2021	

The	Swimposium	as	contemporary	Bluemsday	

The	Swimposium,	 the	 initial	piece	of	swimming	artist,	Vanessa	Daws’	artistic	project,	Swimming	a	Long	
Way	Together ,	 took	place	on	Saturday,	August	21st,	2021.	Starting	at	9am	in	Sandycove/Forty	Foot,	the	1

event	consisted	of	a	series	of	swims,	walks,	talks	and	shared	experience	at	different	locations	across	the	
bay,	ending	in	the	early	evening	at	the	southern	end	of	Bull	Island.	In	being	an	event	that	traced	a	route	
from	 southern	 to	 north	 across	 Dublin	 Bay,	 it	 is	 intriguing	 to	 see	 the	 Swimposium	 as	 a	 modern-day	
aqueous	retracing	of	Bloomsday.	The	start	and	some	of	the	stopping	points	were	the	same,	and	while	the	
routes	 differed,	 they	 did	 overlap	 at	 key	 moments.	 Figure	 1	 shows	 the	 locations	 visited	 during	 the	
Swimposium	alongside	the	more	blurred	geography	of	Bloomsday.	That	mix	of	points	and	lines	visualize	
the	geographies	of	nodes	and	connectives	lines	as	exemplary	representations	of	relational	space	and	geo-
narratives	 (Travis,	 2015).	 In	 fact,	 the	 Symposium	 had	 started	 the	 night	 before,	 with	 a	 swimming	
performance	under	 lantern-light	 that	 travelled	up	 the	Liffey	 from	Butt	Bridge	 to	 just	past	 the	Ha’penny	
Bridge,	 intersecting	the	nighttown	noise	of	 the	revelling	city.	 It	 is	 the	spirit	of	 the	overall	event	and	the	
links	to	water	and	place,	that	created	a	resonance,	both	material	and	symbolic	with	Joyce’s	Ulysses.	Like	
Bloomsday,	 the	 Swimposium	 involved	 a	 cast	 of	 players	 drawn	 to	 the	 cities’	waters	 and	 roads,	 bringing	
babbling	 voices	 together	 in	 a	 reSlective	 and	 relational	 aqueous	 trace	 over	 the	 course	 of	 a	 single	 day,	
though	more	 than	 a	 century	 apart.	 The	 cutlass-sharp	 design	 of	 the	 day,	 curated	 by	 Vanessa	 and	 Rosie	
Hermon,	was	basically,	swim-walk-talk-eat-repeat.	Part-sponsored	by	the	MU	Geography	Department,	the	
strolling	cast	included	a	wonderful	array	of	speakers	on	swimming	as	well	as	swimmers	of	all	types.		

	

Figure	1:	Routes	of	Bloomsday	and	Swimposium	

Joyce,	swimming,	and	relational	place	

I	 am	 thankfully	 not	 a	 Joycean	 but	want	 in	 this	 short	 paper	 to	 look	 at	 the	 two	 events,	 Bloomsday	 and	
Swimposium,	 as	 connective	 traces	 across	 time	 and	 space	 using	 four	 broad	 themes.	 First,	while	Ulysses	
famously	starts	with	a	swim	at	the	40	Foot,	Joyce’s	own	writing	and	engagement	with	water	has	always	
been	 identiSied	 as	 a	 central	metaphor	 and	 theme	 in	 his	work.	 This	was	more	 that	 just	 the	 initial	 snot-
green	 sea-swim	 but	 also	 the	 speciSic	 mention	 in	Ulysses	 of	 the	multiple	 qualities	 of	 water:	 its	 healing	
virtues,	its	metamorphosis	into	different	forms	and,	reSlecting	both	events	‘the	restlessness	of	its	waves	and	
surface	particles	visiting	in	turn	all	points	of	its	seaboard’	(Joyce,	1922;	U	17.185-228).	That	same	motility	
and	productive	energy	 informed	 the	Swimposium	as	a	parallel	 relational	geographical	 event,	built	on	a	
shifting	time-space	assemblage,	that	equally	invoked	metaphor	and	discourse,	visceral	embodiment	and	
the	power	of	place	to	create	memory,	myth	and	emotion.	As	a	second	core	theme,	the	Swimposium	and	

	https://www.swimmingalongwaytogether.com/,	curated	by	Vanessa	Daws	and	Rosie	Hermon.1
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wider	artistic	project,	drew	 its	 inspiration	 from	the	period	shortly	after	Ulysses	was	published.	Vanessa	
Daws’	inspiration	for	her	art	is	a	tracing	of	epic	Irish	swims	by	female	swimmer	Mercedes	Gleitze	between	
1927	and	1932	(Figure	2).	Both	famous	endurance	swimmers,	Vanessa’s	work	is	intended	to	repeat	and	
replicate	some	of	Gleitze’s	most	famous	swims,	in	a	series	of	public	events	between	2021	and	2023	that	
echo	 contemporary	 concerns	with	 gender,	 identity,	 embodiment	 and	 endurance.	 As	 a	 third	 strand,	 the	
geography	of	Dublin	Bay	is	a	central	participant	as	an	always	unfolding	and	relational	space	occupied	by	a	
rolling	set	of	immersive	participants,	both	real	and	imaginative,	that	in	turn	holds	multiple	other	stories	
and	narratives	that	cross	those	same	spaces.	Finally,	there	are	echoes	of	old	and	new	places	and	practices	
in	 the	 surges	 of	 interest	 in	 sea-swimming	 during	 the	 COVID19	 pandemic.	 In	 the	 last	 two	 years,	 the	
lockdowns	have	brought	with	them	new	communities	of	practice;	new	inhabitations	and	immersions	in	
the	‘nearby	blue’,	even	the	arrival	of	new	seaside	saunas	as	echoes	of	the	old	Turkish	Baths	referred	to	in	
Ulysses	(Breathnach,	2004).	Ultimately	both	events	speak	to	palimpsestic	qualities	of	coastal	spaces	and	
their	liminal	but	accretive	inhabitations	and	affective	qualities	that	linger	across	time	and	space.		

	

Figure	2.	Mercedes	Gleitze	

Sandycove	Swim	

We	started	at	9am	at	Sandycove	Beach	with	breakfast	(ala	Buck	Mulligan),	then	a	morning	meditation,	and	
Sirst	swim	(Figure	3a).	We	then	swam	out	to	the	nearest	 ‘Simpson’	(yellow	markers	in	the	sea),	a	 literal	
warmup	for	long-distance	swimmers,	but	a	decent	swim	for	others.	Despite	the	40	Foot’s	historic	male-
only	 reputation,	 Figure	 3b	 shows	 a	 newsreel	 clip	 from	 just	 Sive	 years	 after	 Ulysses’	 publication	
demonstrating	 a	 considerable	 female	 presence	 at	 a	 swimming	 gala.	We	 then	moved	 via	 a	 talking	walk	
along	the	coast	of	Scotsman’s	Bay,	a	reminder	of	the	Sirst	1954	memorialisation	of	Bloomsday,	a	famously	
alcoholic	retracing	led	by	Patrick	Kavanagh,	Anthony	Cronin,	Flann	O’Brien,	and	a	relation	of	Joyces. 	The	2

Swimposium	walk	was	 less	 fractious	and	more	collective,	and	 the	group	reassembled	at	Dun	Laoghaire	
Harbour.	

	

	https://www.openculture.com/2013/07/the-Sirst-bloomsday.html2



Figure	3:	a)	Swimposium	Start;	b)	1927	Pathe	Newsreel	of	40	Foot	Swimming	Gala	

Harbour	Talks	

Given	the	Swimposium	happened	under	ongoing	public	health	restrictions	within	the	COVID19	pandemic,	
we	assembled	in	a	covered	space	off	Dun	Laoghaire	Harbour	for	the	Sirst	set	of	speakers.	These	included	
international	 writer	 Philip	 Hoare	 who	 read	 an	 exquisite	 piece	 on	 how	 Irish	 writers	 wrote	 about	
swimming,	something	he	had	Sinished	just	two	hours	before	(Figure	4).	His	words	still	 linger,	 ‘Howth	as	
barometer’;	 ‘the	sea	as	a	queer	space’,	Baudelaire’s	description	of	swimming	as,	 ‘feeling	 like	being	kissed	
100	 times	 a	minute’.	 Other	 speakers	were	 long-distance	 swimmers	Rosie	 Foley	 and	Lisa	Cummins	who	
talked	 about	 swimming	 the	 English	 Channel	 (and	 in	 the	 case	 of	 Rosie,	 back	 again	 just	 because),	while	
Annemarie	Mullally	from	TUD	discussed	her	research	on	the	gendered	history	of	women’s	swimming	in	
Ireland,	within	which	Mercedes	Gleitze	was	a	key	Sigure.		

	

Figure	4.	Philip	Hoare	

East	Beach,	Seapoint		

We	then	went	for	a	second	dip	and	lunch	at	the	East	Beach	at	Seapoint.	The	swim	was	timed	for	high	ride	
and	 the	 swimmers	 swam	 more	 freely	 here,	 though	 occasionally	 getting	 snagged	 on	 low	 rocks,	 while	
looking	across	at	the	COVID	crowds	at	the	main	Seapoint	site.	While	lunching,	we	also	watched	across	the	
bay	 as	 dark	 and	 brooding	 clouds	 gathered	 across	 Sandymount,	 with	 the	 Poolbeg	 Twin	 Towers	 barely	
visible	over	our	next	venue,	Clontarf	Baths	(Figure	5a).	 In	 the	near	distance	could	be	seem	another	old	
1920s	 bathing	 site,	 the	 Blackrock	 Baths	 (Figure	 5b),	 now	 abandoned	 but	 still	 visible	 and	 indeed,	
swimmable	at	high	tide.		

	

Figure	5:	a)	Lunchtime	Swim	at	Seapoint	East;	b)	Swimming	Races	at	Blackrock	Baths	1927.	

Crossing	the	River		



While	the	characters	in	Ulysses	used	trams,	horses,	and	cars,	we	drove	across	the	river	and	witnessed	acts	
of	 automotive	 swimming	 as	 cars	 and	 bicycles	 disappeared	 under	 Slash	 Sloods	 from	Booterstown	on.	 In	
Ulysses	and	in	other	Joycean	texts	such	as	An	Encounter ,	 the	crossing	of	the	river	that	feeds	Dublin	Bay	3

has	symbolic	overtones	of	 liminality	and	it	 felt	on	the	day	as	 if	we	were	crossing	on	roads	converted	to	
streams	 to	 be	 carried	 aquatically	 to	 the	 next	 stop	 and	 to	 visit	 the	 less	 celebrated,	 though	 no	 less	
important,	northside	swimming	world.		

The	Furies	@	The	Clontarf	Baths	

As	the	intense	climatechangeled	rain	intensiSied,	the	lightning	arrived	just	as	we	got	to	the	Clontarf	Baths,	
where	furious	health	and	safety	debates	erupted.	Finally,	nerves	held,	the	heavens	closed,	the	skies	blued,	
dinghies	 were	 launched	 and	 the	 four	 speakers,	 Kari	 Furre	 (founder	 of	 the	 UK’s	 Outdoor	 Swimming	
Society),	 Hannah	 Denton,	 myself	 and	 Easkey	 Britton	 talked	 about	 different	 aspects	 of	 health	 and	
wellbeing	associated	with	swimming.	From	the	water	 (Figure	6a).	Easkey	also	read	 from	her	upcoming	
book,	Saltwater	in	the	Blood.	While	we	all	agreed	one	needs	a	good	medical	evidence-base,	we	all	agreed	it	
missed	 something	 visceral	 and	 important	 about	 the	 affective	 and	 embodied	value	of	 swimming	on	our	
own	and	with	others.	We	then	all	jumped	in	and	did	lengths	in	the	lovely	–	if	still	somewhat	private	space	
–	of	the	rebuilt	baths,	fed	by	the	tide	and	the	clouds	in	all	senses.	The	Clontarf	Baths	existed	in	Joyce’s	time	
(Figure	 6b),	 but	 while	 the	 Poolbeg	 tower	 continued	 to	 be	 a	 pivotal	 landmark	 around	 which	 the	 day	
revolved,	these	are	in	fact	more	recent	than	people	think	(only	completed	in	1971).		But	again,	there	is	an	
electric	 trace	 through	 the	 stormy	 skies,	 as	 the	 Pigeon	 House	 had	 the	 world’s	 Sirst	 three-phase	 power	
electricity	generator	in	1903,	the	year	before	Ulysses’	setting.	

	

Figure	6:	a)	dinghy-bound	Swimposium	speakers;	b)	Swimming	races	at	the	Clontarf	Baths,	1923	

The	North	Bull	

The	swimposium	Sinished	with	a	delicious	evening	curry,	across	the	wooden	bridge	at	the	Scout	Hut	on	
Bull	 Island	 on	 the	 sunset-lit	 lime-slimed	 intertidal	 strip	 (Figure	 7)	where	wonderful	 singers,	 Landless,	
sang	a	specially	commissioned	song,	while	poetry	and	readings	by	international	swimming	writing	great,	
Steve	Mentz,	played	in	the	background.	For	the	50	or	so	attendees	and	presenters,	it	was	a	special	day,	and	
we	were	delighted	to	play	a	small	role.	 	While	some	might	argue,	the	world	of	Joyce’s	Ulysses	was	a	very	
male	 one,	 the	 very	 strong	 female	 energies	 of	 the	 Swimposium,	 through	 its	 inspiration,	 curators	 and	
participants	did	shine	through	as	lasting	affects.	
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Figure	7:	Swimposium	Last	Stop	

Swimming	forwards	

The	wider	project	moves	on	to	other	swimming	spaces,	Cork,	Galway	and	Donaghadee,	tracing	the	historic	
swimstrokes	 of	 Mercedes	 Gleitze.	 But	 as	 a	 live	 event	 and	 artwork	 that	 mirrored	 the	 most	 famous	
description	of	 swimming	 in	 literature,	 there	 is	much	scope	 to	 consider	how	different	 tracings,	 real	 and	
imagined,	 overlay	 to	 generate	 rich	 affective	 assemblages	 of	 place	 identity	 and	 practice.	 Water	 as	 a	
reSlector	and	holder	of	those	traces,	is	invoked	in	every	swim	and	story.	In	addition,	and	echoing	some	of	
my	own	research,	swimming	can	be	both	 Sluid	yet	also	more-concrete	than	expected;	swimmer’s	 I	have	
interviewed	have	described	feeling	grounded	while	swimming	(Foley,	2015).	That	solidity	through	Slow,	is	
also	 glimpsed	 in	 Joyce	 (famously	 obsessed	 with	 Sluids),	 in	 the	 character	 of	 Bloom,	 who	 grounds	 the	
Dadaist	excesses	of	the	rest	of	the	book,	in	the	material	spaces	of	the	city.	In	ongoing	interviews	carried	
out	with	swimmers	across	Dublin	Bay	in	the	Covid	summers	of	2020	and	2021,	one	can	still	glimpse	those	
traces,	along	with	some	new	ones,	through	the	power	of	social	and	inter-generational	worlds	and	in	the	
rediscovery	of	the	nearby	blue	that	sustains	Dublin	Bay	as	a	creative	space	for	practice	and	imagination.	
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